
David Peace was born and raised in Ossett, West Yorkshire.
He now lives in the East End of Tokyo with his wife and
children. His first novel, Nineteen Seventy Four, was published
in 1999, Nineteen Seventy Seven in 2000, and Nineteen Eighty in
2001. Nineteen Eighty Three first appeared in 2002 and is the
final novel in his Red Riding Quartet.

Praise for Nineteen Seventy Four

‘Peace’s stunning debut has done for the county what
Raymond Chandler and James Ellroy did for LA . . . a brilliant
first novel, written with tremendous pace and passion’ York-
shire Post

‘Peace’s pump-action prose propels the book’s narrative with
a scorching turn-of-speed to an apocalyptic denouement . . .
One hell of a read’ Crime Time

‘This breathless, extravagant, ultra-violent debut thriller
reads like it was written by a man with one hand down his
pants and the other on a shotgun. Vinnie Jones should buy the
film rights fast’ Independent on Sunday

‘Nineteen Seventy Four takes the direct approach: straight to
the heart of Ellroy-land, turning his native Yorkshire of the
early seventies into a pustulant, cancerous core of complete
corruption’ Uncut

Praise for Nineteen Seventy Seven

‘Simply superb . . . Peace is a masterful storyteller, and Nine-
teen Seventy Seven is impossible to put down . . . Peace has
single-handedly established the genre of Yorkshire Noir, and
mightily satisfying it is. Nineteen Seventy Seven is a must-read
thriller’ Yorkshire Post

‘Peace’s policemen rape prostitutes they are meant to be pro-
tecting, torture suspects they know cannot be guilty and reap
the profits of organised vice. Peace’s powerful novel exposes
a side of life which most of us would prefer to ignore’ Daily
Mail



Praise for Nineteen Eighty

‘David Peace’s brand of crime fiction pulls no punches. It’s in
the realm of extremes where this writer believes we can see
ourselves’ Sleaze Nation

‘Peace has found his own voice – full of dazzling, intense
poetry and visceral violence’ Uncut

Praise for Nineteen Eighty Three

‘Will undoubtedly stand as a major achievement in British
dark fiction . . . the pace is relentless, the violence gut-
wrenching, the style staccato-plus and the morality bleak and
forlorn, but Peace’s voice is powerful and unique. This is
compelling stuff that will leave no one indifferent’ Guardian

‘This is fiction that comes with a sense of moral gravity,
clearly opposed to diluting the horrific effects of crime for the
sake of bland entertainment. There is no light relief and, for
most of the characters, no hope. Peace’s series offers a fierce
indictment of the era’ Independent

‘Peace is a manic James Joyce of the crime novel . . . jump
cutting like a celluloid magus through space and time,
reciting incantations and prayers, invoking the horror of grim
lives, grim crimes, grim times’ Sleazenation

‘The novel’s power lies in its poetic depictions of violence and
in its flawless period detail, which grounds it convincingly in
the Eighties. Fiction and history merge, and the personal and
the political mirror each other, creating a disturbing portrait
of social decay. Rarely has the crime novel managed to say
something more serious and enduring than in Peace’s
masterful quartet’ New Statesman

‘This is the final instalment, and it is magnificent. The three
years since his debut have seen Ossett-born Peace grow into
one of the most distinctive and compelling crime novelists in
the world . . . Nineteen Eighty Three is Peace’s best yet’ York-
shire Post
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When a righteous man
turneth away from his righteousness,

and committeth iniquity, and dieth in them;
for his iniquity that he hath done

shall he die.
Again, when the wicked man

turneth away from his wickedness
that he hath committed, and doeth that

which is lawful and right,
he shall save his soul alive.

Ezekiel 18, 26–27



Beg Again

Tuesday 24 December 1974:
Down the Strafford stairs and out the door, blue lights on the black
sky, sirens on the wind.
Fuck, fuck, fuck, fuck.
Running, fucked forever – the takings of the till, the pickings of their
bloody pockets.
Fuck, fuck, fuck.
Should have finished what he started; the coppers still breathing, the
barmaid and the old cunt. Should have done it right, should have done
the bloody lot.
Fuck, fuck.
The last coach west to Manchester and Preston, last exit, last chance
to dance.
Fucked.




























